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Pro Exchange Server 2013 Administration is your best-in-class companion for gaininga deep,
thorough understanding of Microsoft’s powerful enterprise collaboration andcommunications
server.Author Jaap Wesselius is at your side as you administer every facet of Exchange
Server2013, revealing tips, tricks, and little known facts that will make your administration
lifesimpler and more effective. Along with revealing what’s new in Exchange Server 2013,
thiswell-paced, deeply engaging tutorial provides detailed deployment guidance, for
upgradersand migrators as well as for organizations entirely new to the Exchange platform. The
bookdetails how all of the major Exchange components fit together, from SMTP messages toall
kinds of clients. It also provides in-depth configuration examples with an eye towardcreating
scalable, reliable, and secure installations. Additionally, this guide covers the toolsand
techniques for monitoring an Exchange environment and troubleshooting when thingsgo
wrong.With Pro Exchange Server 2013 Administration, you will:• Learn how to install Exchange
Server fresh or upgrade from a previous version• Get a comprehensive understanding of
Exchange, with thorough coverage ofMailbox server and Client Access server• Understand the
tools and techniques for configuring and managing your Exchangedeployment to ensure
scalability, reliability, efficiency and security• Learn how to monitor your deployment and prepare
for any problems and howto troubleshoot any problems that do arise

About the AuthorJaap Wesselius is an independent consultant based in The Netherlands,
focusing on Microsoft Unified Communications solutions, and in particular, Exchange Server,
Lync Server, and Office 365. Jaap is a frequent blogger and active member of the Exchange
community, and has held Mirosoft’s MVP award for Exchange Server every year since 2007.
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Charles Hooper, “Sufficient Detail to Perform Exchange Conversions and Administer Exchange
2013. I started looking at replacing Exchange Server 2007 a bit over a year ago, and was quite
surprised to see books on the market describing Exchange Server 2013 all the way back in
December 2012. Exchange Server 2013 was released for general availability on December 3,
2012, so some of those books that I looked at the end of 2012 likely jumped the gun a bit, with
reviews that more or less state as much.This book was released in December 2013, just in time
for Exchange Server 2013 SP 1, released February 24, 2014, to possibly cause a few of the
book's statement of facts to no longer hold true. The text of the book appears to cover through
Exchange Server cumulative roll up 2. A web search for information about Exchange Server
2013 SP 1 revealed that the author is maintaining a set of articles that address Exchange Server
2013 roll up 3 and service pack 1, so the book's contents are effectively being updated by the
author. The Apress website has a fairly extensive downloadable script collection for this book.In
addition to buying this book, I also purchased the "Mastering Microsoft Exchange Server 2013"
book. As a matter of comparison, this book seems to be a little better organized, with fewer
hidden nuggets of information that will be missed by skim-reading the book. This book has a
significantly higher number of grammar, spelling, and word substitution problems than the
Mastering book, that if it were not for the content in the last 75 pages of the book, I would have
deducted one or two stars from this book's rating. The grammar problems seem to be mostly
concentrated in the first half of the book, while the spelling errors, mostly simple typos that
should have been caught by a spelling checker or book editor, continued throughout the book.
This book has a much more thorough troubleshooting section than the Mastering book,
including a potential solution for iOS devices that cause a heavy load on the Exchange Server's
CPUs. In addition to covering the built-in troubleshooting functionality such as reviewing the
event logs, queue viewer, and the Microsoft autodiscover tool, this book also described:* Using
the IIS logs to troubleshoot Autodiscover (page 116)* VSSADMIN tool to list the VSS writers on
the server (page 258)* Troubleshooting with the TELNET client (page 354)* NSLOOKUP (page
355)* Microsoft Remote Connectivity Analyzer (page 363)* Google Apps Toolbox (page 372)*
Performance Analysis of Logs (page 381)* Log Parser (page 382)* Log Parser Studio (page
384)I recorded five pages of typewritten notes from this book, compared to just three and a half
pages from the Mastering book, which is a bit surprising considering that the Mastering book is
about twice as long. Some of the interesting items from my notes:* It is necessary to "touch" the
address list from the Exchange 2013 server Pg 101: Get-AddressList | Set-AddressList* It is
possible to use the IIS logs to help troubleshoot Auodiscover. Pg 116* Exchange uses an ESE
(JET) database, like Active Directory, WINS and DHCP. Pg 131. The ESE database is JET Blue,
while an Access database is JET Red.* In Exchange 2013, Exchange no longer supports Single
Instance Storage, where a large email attachment sent to several people would only be stored
once in the database (as was the case in prior Exchange versions) - such an attachment is now



stored once for each recipient. Pg 137* Example of creating mailbox enabled users using a CSV
file. Pg 195* Pipe Exchange Management Shell output to ConvertTo-HTML to generate
command output in HTML format, then use > to redirect that output to a file. Pg 201* Exchange
2013 has a "self-healing" feature called Managed Availability, where Exchange is constantly
monitoring its health and attempts to take appropriate action when the health monitoring
indicates a problem. Pg 305 (Side note: this monitoring leaves behind a mess in the Journal
mailboxes.)* Example of creating a Powershell HTML formatted email that indicates what is in
the SMTP queue. Pg 333* Change the ActiveSync policy to Discretionary if iPhone and iPad
users generate too much load on the Exchange Server, see page 341 for the script. While not
mentioned in the book, this is a significant potential problem, as reported in various Internet
forum posts. See Microsoft knowledgebase article 2563324 for a potential solution that does not
affect the ActiveSync policy setting.Errors and Concerns So Far (I might update this list later):*
The first quarter of the book seemed to use an unnecessary number of half page or three
quarter page screen captures.* An abnormal number of typos are in the book that probably
should have been identified by a spelling and grammar checker, the author, or a book editor.
The grammar problems are concentrated mostly in the first half of the book. Some examples:---
Page 62 and page 65 instruct the reader to execute the same command.--- On page 82 (and at
least one other page) the author used the phrase "green-field installation" without defining that
phrase.--- On page 146 (and at least one other page) the author used the word "beamer" when
describing resource mailboxes. Using the word "projector" might have reduced a bit of potential
confusion.--- On page 218 the book states that the default database quota setting to prohibit
send and receive is 2.1GB. The actual default is 2.3GB.--- On page 290, the book has a typo,
"Outlook 2007 Professioanl [sic] Plus"--- On page 296, the book has an accidental word
substitution, "... and these passive clients are not used by any clients; they are used for
redundancy purposes."--- On page 299, the book has a typo, "Use the Browse butten [sic] to
select..."--- On page 314, the book has a word substitution that could cause a configuration
problem, "A more realistic approach is to use a 24GB requirement [of RAM memory] per active
mailbox when a usage profile of 100 messages per day is anticipated."--- On page 314, GB is
used to describe a processor characteristic, "If a 4GB processor core server is used, you end up
with a 10GB memory requirement for an Exchange CAS-only server."--- On page 322, the book
has a typo, "You will most likely see unexptected [sic] results..."I am a hands-on IT manager, so I
performed some brief testing of Exchange Server 2013 SP 1. Below are some of my notes from
that testing:* While a lot of books (including this one) likely state that there should be no firewall
between the Exchange Server and the domain controllers, installing Exchange Server 2013 on a
new Windows Server 2012 machine will fail if the local firewall on the Exchange Server server is
disabled, likely failing with an error stating that the Remote Registry service may not be running.
Not only will the install fail, but the installer may start the Windows firewall, thus blocking all
connections to the server; in the first trial the Intel teaming 802.3ad network configuration was
also corrupted, meaning that connections to the server still failed even after the Windows firewall



was disabled. (Side note: on Windows Server 2012 it is also not possible to share out a printer
unless the local firewall on the server is enabled.)* This book (on page 50) is correct that a
SMTP send connector had to be created for a mailbox on Exchange 2013 to send an email to a
mailbox on a different Exchange Server in the same site, at least when that mailbox is located on
Exchange Server 2007. The messages remained in a SMTP queue until the SMTP send
connector was created. It appears that page 615 of the "Mastering Microsoft Exchange Server
2013" book may be incorrect, the following is a paraphrase of that other book: "Exchange 2013
has built-in send connectors for Exchange Servers in the same site - these built-in connectors
will not show in the user interface."* There is a bug in Exchange Server 2013 SP 1 that affects
third-party transport agents, which likely impacts any virus scanners that are used on the server.
See Microsoft knowledgebase article 2938053 for a patch.* A third party virus scanner may also
require CGI scripting support in IIS, and .Net 3.5 SP 1, so it might be beneficial to install those
features while installing the other requirements for Exchange Server. The Windows Server 2012
installation media includes .Net 3.5 SP 1.* The user interface seems to indicate that the built-in
anti-malware is still active even though that feature was turned off during installation. A user-
interface unchangeable checkbox contains a checkmark indicating that anti-malware is
enabled. To disable the built-in anti-malware, if a third party virus scanner is used, execute the
Disable-AntimalwareScanning.ps1 script, then restart the MSExchangeTransport service.* The
book states (on page 116 and probably a couple of other pages) that when the Exchange 2013
Client Access Server is installed, none of the virtual directories (Autodiscover, OWA, ECP, etc.)
are configured with an Internal URL or an External URL. With a fresh install of Exchange Server
2013 SP 1 I found that all of the internal virtual directories appeared to be configured, but none
of the external virtual directories were configured. If the Internal URLs were also pre-set during a
non-SP1 install of Exchange Server 2013, then the book is incorrect on this item.* On or around
page 98, the book states that a message will appear in Outlook when that user's mailbox move
completes, if the user is running Outlook during the move operation. The book also stated that
Outlook 2013 does not need to restart when the mailbox move completes (Edit: correction, the
book stated that if the mailbox was already on an _Exchange Server 2013_ server and the
mailbox is moved to another 2013 server, the user does not need to restart Outlook). Based on
my testing with Exchange Server 2013 SP1, after a mailbox is moved from Exchange 2007 to
Exchange 2013, an Outlook 2007 or 2010 client will be prompted to restart Outlook when
Outlook is started for the first time after the mailbox move completes (so the message still
appears even if Outlook was not running during the move). Outlook 2013, which was running on
a client computer at the time of the mailbox move, displayed a message stating that Outlook had
to be restarted due to a change made by the Exchange administrator. After restarting Outlook
2013, the following message appeared: "Cannot start Microsoft Outlook. Cannot open the
Outlook window. The set of folders cannot be opened. Microsoft Exchange is not available.
Either there are network problems or the Exchange server is down for maintenance." (and re-
appeared every time Outlook was restarted). Examining the Outlook profile indicated that the



old Exchange 2007 server was still specified, rather than being updated as expected. Deleting
and recreating the Outlook profile on that computer fixed the problem.* Moving email accounts
from Exchange Server 2007 to Exchange Server 2013 may cause a new replacement SMTP
email address to be created that conforms with the standard Email Address Policy. For example,
if the person's name is Robert Jones and the Email Address Policy is configured to use the first
letter of the first name and the full last name, the person's SMTP address on the old Exchange
Server 2007 would begin with RJones followed by the domain name. If at some point in the past
the person's display name was changed from Robert Jones to Bob Jones, the person's SMTP
address would be changed to begin with BJones when the account is moved to Exchange
Server 2013 (the former SMTP address will also be listed for the user, with smtp in lowercase
letters, but would not used for incoming and outgoing emails). The problem is worse for special
email accounts were an entry was only specified in the first name field on the old server - in
those cases the new generated SMTP address for the email account would become a single
letter after the move to Exchange Server 2013.* The GUI user interface for Exchange Server
2013 SP 1 now allows changing the internal and external URLs for the various virtual directories
by clicking Servers at the left, and Virtual Directories at the right. Both books stated that the
internal URLs could not be changed through the GUI interface, so this difference might be a
change for SP 1.* Good luck trying to use self-signed certificates with Exchange Server 2013 -
doing so just might be possible.---Overall, this is a helpful book, but the book does not have all
of the answers. I generally prefer to always have a second opinion (or corroborating evidence)
on facts found in this and other books, so picking up a second companion Exchange Server
2013 book might be very beneficial.”

SuzBej, “This is the best technical manual I have every purchased. This is the best technical
manual I have ever purchased. It is organized in a logical order and gives the perfect amount of
detail that an Exchange administrator needs to roll out this new version. It even includes all of
the glitches you may encounter during the process and how to fix them as well as all the code
you need for Power shell commands.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Quite easy to read and understand. An okay book. Quite easy to read
and understand.  It covers a wide range of topics.  So will recommend it.”

Teng-Fong SEAK, “Good book. Excellent book.  Esp we can buy the electronic version.”

Various Reader, “Excellent Textbook. I had read throuth the book and realized this book is better
to understand what we do from Installation to Administration.I also read through another Pocket
Consultant series. Comparing both of books, this book is goot for grasping how we do and the
others are what we can do.This book is better for me because so many of window images help
me to grasp what we do, explanation is not so complicated as the others, the last quarter of this



book focus on trouble shooting and performance issue.Pocket Consultant series are rather
difficult for me because of shortage of images, but they are goot for me to know what we do and
what the architecture of Exchange Server 2013 like. For experienced Exchange Administrators
or engineers, these books may be easy to understand and convenient to carry with.I can
recommend both of books.”

The book by Jaap Wesselius has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 10 people have provided feedback.
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